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1

Fault tolerance for holonomic quantum
computation

In Chapter ?? it was shown how holonomic quantum computation (HQC)
can be combined with the method of decoherence-free subspaces (DFSs),
leading to passive protection against certain types of correlated errors.
However, this is not enough for fault tolerance since other types of er-
rors can accumulate detrimentally unless corrected. Scalability of HQC
therefore requires going beyond that scheme, e.g., by combining the holo-
nomic approach with active error correction. One way of combining HQC
with active quantum error-correcting codes, which is similar to the way
HQC is combined with DFSs, was also mention in Chapter ??. This
approach, however, is not scalable since it requires Hamiltonians that
commute with the stabilizer elements. As the code grows in size in order
to protect against a larger number of errors, the weight of the interac-
tions used for computation would also have to increase.

In this chapter, we will show how HQC can be made fault tolerant by
combining it with the techniques for fault-tolerant quantum error correc-
tion (FTQEC) on stabilizer codes. The fact that the holonomic method
can be mapped directly to the circuit model allows us to construct pro-
cedures which resort almost entirely to these techniques. We will discuss
two approaches—one which makes use of the encoding already present
in a stabilizer code and does not require additional qubits [27, 30], and
another one which requires ancillary qubits for implementing transversal
operations between qubits in the code [26].

Since protected information is contained in subsystems [18, 38] (see
Chapter ??), the problem of implementing fault-tolerant HQC can be
understood as that of manipulating fault-tolerantly the subsystem con-
taining the protected information by holonomic means. We therefore be-
gin by first introducing a generalization of the standard HQC method,
which is applicable to encoding in subsystems.
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2 Fault tolerance for holonomic quantum computation

1.1 Holonomic quantum computation on subsystems

As pointed out in Chapter ??, protected quantum information is most
generally contained in the subsystems HA

i in a decomposition of the
Hilbert space of the system of the form

HS =
m⊕

i=1

HA
i ⊗HB

i . (1.1)

Here the dimensions of the subsystems are related by dimHS =
m∑

i=1

dimHA
i

×dimHB
i . In the formalism of operator quantum error correction [15, 16,

14, 28], the subsystems HA
i are used for encoding of the protected in-

formation, and HB
i are referred to as gauge subsystems. In the most

general case, all subsystems HA
i are used for encoding and computation

[3]. In Ref. [26] it was demonstrated that by the use of holonomies it
is possible to apply arbitrary computations in the subsystems HA

i . This
result is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 . Consider a non-trivial decomposition into subsystems of
the form (1.1). Choose an initial Hamiltonian in the form

H(0) =
m∑

i=1

IA
i ⊗HB

i , (1.2)

where HB
i are non-degenerate operators on HB

i with different eigenvalues
for i 6= j. By varying adiabatically this Hamiltonian along suitable loops
in a sufficiently large control manifold, it is possible to generate a unitary
of the form

U =
m∑

i=1

WA
i ⊗ V B

i , (1.3)

where {WA
i } is an arbitrary set of geometric transformations on {HA

i }.
To proof of the theorem is based on the following lemma.

Lemma 1 . By varying a Hamiltonian adiabatically along suitable loops
in a sufficiently large control manifold, it is possible to implement holo-
nomically any combination of unitary transformations in its eigenspaces.

Comment. As discussed in Chapter ??, if we have sufficient con-
trol over the parameters of a Hamiltonian, we can generate holonom-
ically any unitary operation in a given eigenspace. This lemma concerns
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the question of whether it is possible to generate any combination of
holonomies in the different eigenspaces. Although intuitively expected
based on considerations concerning the generic irreducibility of the adi-
abatic connection, the property may not be obvious. For example, in the
case of a two-level Hamiltonian, the evolution of one of the eigenspaces
completely determines the evolution of the other one, which raises the
question of whether it is possible to obtain independent holonomies in
the two eigenspaces. We now show that this is possible. Note that even
though the proof is constructive and can serve as a general prescription
for simultaneous HQC in different eigenspaces, it is primarily meant as
a proof of principle. In Sec. 1.3.1 we will see that depending on the task
one can find more efficient constructions.

Proof of Lemma 1. It is sufficient to show that it is possible to generate
an arbitrary operation in any given eigenspace while at the same time
generating the identity operation in the rest of the eigenspaces. Without
loss of generality, we will assume that there are only two eigenspaces; if
there are more, we can operate within the subspace spanned by two of
them at a time, by varying only the restriction of the Hamiltonian on
that subspace. Then the initial Hamiltonian can be written as

H(0) = ε1Π1 + ε2Π2, (1.4)

where Π1,2 are the projectors on the ground and excited eigenspaces,
and ε1 < ε2 are their corresponding eigenvalues. Notice that this Hamil-
tonian is invariant under unitary transformations of the form

V = V1 ⊕ V2, (1.5)

where V1,2 are unitaries on the subspaces with projectors Π1,2, respec-
tively. Let the Hamiltonian vary along a loop H(t), H(0) = H(T ), which
satisfies the adiabatic requirement to some satisfactory precision. To this
precision, the resulting unitary transformation can be written as

U(T ) = T exp(−i

∫ T

0

dtH(t)) = e−iω1U1 ⊕ e−iω2U2, (1.6)

where U1 and U2 are the holonomies resulting in the two eigenspaces, and
ω1,2 =

∫ T

0
dtε1,2(t) are dynamical phases. Observe that the Hamiltonian

V H(t)V †, where V = V1⊕V2, is a valid loop based on H(0) with the same
spectrum as that of H(t), which gives rise to the holonomies V1U1V

†
1 and

V2U2V
†
2 , respectively. This follows from the fact that the overall unitary

transformation generated by V H(t)V † is equal to V U(t)V † where U(t)
is the unitary generated by H(t).
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Imagine that we want to generate holonomically the unitary transfor-
mation W1 in the ground space of the Hamiltonian while at the same
time obtaining the identity holonomy I2 in the excited space. Choose any

loop H(t) which gives rise to the holonomy W
1

d2
1 in the ground space,

where d2 is the dimension of the excited space (we know that such a loop
can be found). Let this loop result in the holonomy W2 in the excited

space. The latter can be written as W2 =
d2∑

j=1

eiαj |j〉〈j|, where {|j〉} is

an eigenbasis of W2 and eiαj , αj ∈ R, are the corresponding eigenval-
ues. Consider the unitary transformation C2 which cyclicly permutes
the eigenvectors {|j〉}: C2|j〉 = |j + 1〉, where we define |d2 + 1〉 ≡ |1〉.
We can implement the desired combination of holonomies in the two
eigenspaces as follows. First apply H(t). This results in the holonomies

W
1

d2
1 and W2 in the ground and excited spaces, respectively. Next, ap-

ply (I1 ⊕ C2)H(t)(I1 ⊕ C2)†. This generates the holonomies W
1

d2
1 and

C2W2C
†
2 =

d2∑
j=1

eiαj−1 |j〉〈j| (we have defined α1−1 ≡ αd2). The com-

bined effect of these two operations is W
2

d2
1 and

d2∑
j=1

ei(αj+αj−1)|j〉〈j|. We

next apply (I1 ⊕ C2
2 )H(t)(I1 ⊕ C2

2 )†, which generates the holonomies

W
1

d2
1 and C2

2W2C
2†
2 =

d2∑
j=1

eiαj−2 |j〉〈j|. The net result becomes W
3

d2
1

and
d2∑

j=1

ei(αj+αj−1+αj−2)|j〉〈j|. We continue this for a total of d2 rounds,

which results in the net holonomic transformations W
d2
d2
1 = W1 and

ei(α1+α2+...+αd2 )
d2∑

j=1

|j〉〈j| ∝ I2. This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let us denote the eigenvalues of HB
i in Eq. (1.2)

by ωαi where αi = 1, 2, ..., dimHB
i , and their corresponding eigenvectors

by |αi〉 ∈ HB
i . Then the spectral decomposition of the initial Hamilto-

nian reads H(0) =
∑m

i=1

∑dimHB
i

αi=1 ωαiΠ
A
i ⊗|αi〉〈αi|, where ΠA

i is the pro-
jector on HA

i . According to Lemma 1, we can implement holonomically
any combination of unitary transformations in the different eigenspaces
of H(0) up to an overall phase. If we want to implement the set of uni-
tary operations {WA

i } in the different subsystems HA
i , we can do this

by implementing the holonomy WA
i in each of the eigenspaces HA

i ⊗|αi〉
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for αi = 1, 2, ..., dimHB
i . This results in the net unitary

U =
⊕

i

WA
i ⊗ (

∑
αi

eiφαi |αi〉〈αi|) ≡
⊕

i

WA
i ⊗ V B

i , (1.7)

where eiφαi are the overall phases (dynamical plus geometric) resulting
in each eigenspace HA

i ⊗ |αi〉. This completes the proof.
To summarize, HQC on a subsystem can be realized by adiabati-

cally varying a Hamiltonian which acts locally on the corresponding
co-subsystem. During the evolution, the information initially encoded in
the subsystem transforms to a different subsystem which is related to
the initial one via a geometric unitary operation. The dynamical part
of the unitary factors out as a transformation on the correspondingly
transformed co-subsystem. The problem of FTHQC can be understood
as that of finding a fault-tolerant realization of this approach.

1.2 FTHQC on stabilizer codes without additional qubits

1.2.1 The main idea

The developed techniques for FTQEC on stabilizer codes provide a pre-
scription for how to encode information and how to transform the sub-
system containing the information so that the class of errors for which
the code is designed remains correctable. We will try to find realizations
of the same transformations that the encoded subsystem follows in a
standard fault-tolerant scheme using the generalized method of HQC
on subsystems. There are two difficulties in this respect that have to
be considered. First, not every unitary evolution of a subsystem can be
realized by holonomic means. For example, a general evolution inside a
fixed subsystem cannot be implemented holonomically because the HQC
method requires that the encoded states leave the original code in order
to undergo non-trivial geometric transformations. Second, the holonomic
approach unavoidably gives rise to dynamical transformations on the co-
subsystem (see below), and these could jeopardize the fault tolerance of
the scheme. We will see that neither of these features is a fundamental
obstacle to the realization of fault-tolerant HQC.

The standard fault-tolerant techniques are primarily based on the use
of transversal operations. In addition, there are non-transversal oper-
ations for the preparation and verification of a special ancillary state
such as Shor’s “cat” state (|00...0〉+ |11...1〉)/√2. Since single-qubit uni-
taries together with the C-NOT gate form a universal set of gates, fault-
tolerant computation can be realized entirely in terms of single-qubit
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gates and transversal C-NOT gates, assuming that the ancillary state
can be prepared reliably. Our goal will thus be to construct holonomic
gates on the code space via transformations that in the original basis of
the full Hilbert space are equivalent to transversal one- and two-qubit
gates or to operations for the preparation of the ancillary state.

It turns out, however, that holonomic transformations on the code sub-
system cannot be realized using purely transversal operations without
the use of extra qubits, even if the encoded gate has a purely transversal
implementation in the dynamical case. This is because the Hamiltoni-
ans that leave the code subsystem invariant are linear combinations of
elements of the stabilizer or the gauge group of the code and they un-
avoidably couple qubits in the same block. But transversal operations
are not the most general class of operations that do not lead to propa-
gation of errors. A transformation which at every moment is equal to a
transversal operation followed by a syndrome-preserving transformation
on the co-factor of the subsystem that contains the protected informa-
tion, is also fault-tolerant. In fact, any transversal operation in a given
fault-tolerant protocol can be safely substituted by an operation of the
latter type. It is this latter type of transformations by which we can
realize fault-tolerant HQC without the use of extra qubits. We will show
that by choosing as a starting Hamiltonian a suitable element of the
stabilizer or the gauge group of the code, and varying this Hamiltonian
along appropriately chosen paths in parameter space, we can generate
operations that from the point of view of the full Hilbert space transform
both the ground and the excited spaces via the same transversal oper-
ation. Such transformations are exactly of the type we described—the
relative dynamical phase that accumulates between the ground and ex-
cited spaces is equal to a phase on the co-subsystem which does not affect
the fault-tolerance of the scheme since it is either projected out when a
measurement of the syndrome is performed, or is equivalent to a gauge
transformation. By an appropriate sequence of such transformations we
can generate a holonomy equal to any desired encoded gate.

For concreteness, we will consider a [[n, 1, r, 3]] stabilizer code. This
is a code that encodes 1 qubit into n, has r gauge qubits, and can cor-
rect arbitrary single-qubit errors. As we saw in the previous section, in
order to apply holonomic transformations on the subsystem that con-
tains the logical information, we need a nontrivial starting Hamiltonian
which leaves this subsystem invariant. It is easy to verify that the only
Hamiltonians that satisfy this property are linear combinations of the
elements of the stabilizer, or the gauge group.
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Note that the stabilizer and the gauge group transform during the
course of the computation under the operations being applied. At any
stage when we complete an encoded operation, they return to their initial
forms. During the implementation of a standard encoded gate, the Pauli
group Gn on a given codeword may spread over other codewords, but
it can be verified that this spreading can be limited to at most 4 other
codewords counting the “cat” state. This is because the encoded C-
NOT gate can be implemented fault-tolerantly on any stabilizer code
by a transversal operation on 4 encoded qubits [10], and any encoded
Clifford gate can be realized using only the encoded C-NOT provided
that we are able to do fault-tolerant measurements (the encoded Clifford
group is generated by the encoded Hadamard, Phase and C-NOT gates).
Encoded gates outside of the Clifford group, such as the encoded π/8 or
Toffoli gates, can be implemented fault-tolerantly using encoded C-NOT
gates conditioned on the qubits in a “cat” state, so they may require
transversal operations on a total of 5 blocks. For CSS codes, however,
the spreading of the Pauli group of one block during the implementation
of a basic encoded operation can be limited to a total of 3 blocks, since
the encoded C-NOT gate has a transversal implementation [10].

It also has to be pointed out that fault-tolerant encoded Clifford op-
erations can be implemented using only Clifford gates on the physical
qubits [10]. These operations transform the stabilizer and the gauge
group into subgroups of the Pauli group, and their elements remain in
the form of tensor products of Pauli matrices. The fault-tolerant im-
plementation of encoded gates outside of the Clifford group, however,
involves operations that take these groups outside of the Pauli group.
We will, therefore, consider separately two cases—encoded operations in
the Clifford group, and encoded operations outside of the Clifford group.

1.2.2 Encoded operations in the Clifford group

1.2.2.1 Single-qubit unitary operations

For applying operations on a given qubit, say, the first one, we will use as
a starting Hamiltonian an element of the stabilizer (with a minus sign)
or the gauge group of the code, that acts non-trivially on that qubit.
Since we are considering codes that can correct arbitrary single-qubit
errors, one can always find an element of the initial stabilizer or the
initial gauge group that has a factor σ0 = I, σ1 = X, σ2 = Y or σ3 = Z
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acting on the first qubit, i.e.,

Ĝ = σi ⊗ G̃, i = 0, 1, 2, 3 (1.8)

where G̃ is a tensor product of Pauli matrices and the identity on the rest
n − 1 qubits. It can be verified that under Clifford gates the stabilizer
and the gauge group transform in such a way that this is always the
case except that the factor G̃ may spread on qubits in other blocks. We
can assume that the stabilizer spreads on at most 5 blocks including the
“cat” state, since this is sufficient to implement any encoded operation.
Henceforth, we will use “hat” to denote operators on all qubits on which
the stabilizer spreads, and “tilde” to denote operators on all of these
qubits excluding the first one.

Without loss of generality we will assume that the chosen stabilizer
or gauge-group element for that qubit has the form

Ĝ = Z ⊗ G̃. (1.9)

As initial Hamiltonian, we will take the operator

Ĥ(0) = −Ĝ = −Z ⊗ G̃. (1.10)

Proposition 1 If the initial Hamiltonian (1.10) is varied adiabatically
so that only the factor acting on the first qubit changes,

Ĥ(t) = −H(t)⊗ G̃, (1.11)

where

Tr{H(t)} = 0, (1.12)

the transformation that each of the eigenspaces of this Hamiltonian un-
dergoes will be equivalent to that driven by a local unitary on the first
qubit, Û(t) ≈ U(t)⊗ Ĩ.

Proof. Observe that (1.11) can be written as

Ĥ(t) = H(t)⊗ P̃0 −H(t)⊗ P̃1, (1.13)

where

P̃0,1 =
Ĩ ∓ G̃

2
(1.14)

are orthogonal complementary projectors. The evolution driven by Ĥ(t)
is therefore

Û(t) = U0(t)⊗ P̃0 + U1(t)⊗ P̃1, (1.15)
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where

U0,1(t) = T exp(−i

t∫

0

±H(τ)dτ). (1.16)

Let |φ0(t)〉 and |φ1(t)〉 be the instantaneous ground and excited states
of H(t) with eigenvalues E0,1(t) = ∓E(t) (E(t) > 0). Then in the adia-
batic limit we have

U0,1(t) = eiω(t)UA0,1(t)⊕ e−iω(t)UA1,0(t), (1.17)

where ω(t) =
∫ t

0
dτE(τ) and

UA0,1(t) = e
R t
0 dτ〈φ0,1(τ)| d

dτ |φ0,1(τ)〉|φ0,1(t)〉〈φ0,1(0)|. (1.18)

The projectors on the ground and excited eigenspaces of Ĥ(0) are

P̂0 = |φ0(0)〉〈φ0(0)| ⊗ P̃0 + |φ1(0)〉〈φ1(0)| ⊗ P̃1 (1.19)

and

P̂1 = |φ1(0)〉〈φ1(0)| ⊗ P̃0 + |φ0(0)〉〈φ0(0)| ⊗ P̃1, (1.20)

respectively. Using Eq. (1.17) and Eq. (1.18), one can see that the effect
of the unitary (1.15) on each of these projectors is

Û(t)P̂0 = eiω(t)(UA0(t)⊕ UA1(t))⊗ Ĩ P̂0, (1.21)

Û(t)P̂1 = e−iω(t)(UA0(t)⊕ UA1(t))⊗ Ĩ P̂1, (1.22)

i.e, up to an overall dynamical phase its effect on each of the eigenspaces
is the same as that of the unitary

Û(t) = U(t)⊗ Ĩ , (1.23)

where

U(t) = UA0(t)⊕ UA1(t). (1.24)

This completes the proof.
We next show how by suitably choosing H(t) we can implement all

necessary single-qubit gates. We will identify a set of points in parameter
space, such that by interpolating between these points we can draw
various paths resulting in the desired transformations. We remark that
if a path does not form a loop, the resulting geometric transformation
(1.24) is an open-path holonomy [12].
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Consider the single-qubit unitary operator

V θ± =
1√
2

(
1 ∓e−iθ

±eiθ 1

)
, (1.25)

where θ is a real parameter. Note that V θ∓ = (V θ±)†. Define the fol-
lowing single-qubit Hamiltonian:

Hθ± ≡ V θ±ZV θ∓. (1.26)

Let H(t) in Eq. (1.11) be a Hamiltonian which interpolates between
H(0) = Z and H(T ) = Hθ± (up to a factor) as follows:

H(t) = f(t)Z + g(t)Hθ± ≡ Hθ±
f,g(t), (1.27)

where f(0), g(T ) > 0, f(T ) = g(0) = 0. To simplify our notations, we
will drop the indices f and g of the Hamiltonian, since the exact form
of these functions is not important for our analysis as long as they are
sufficiently smooth (see discussion in Sec. 1.2.2.2). This Hamiltonian has
eigenvalues ±

√
f(t)2 + g(t)2 and its energy gap is non-zero unless the

entire Hamiltonian vanishes.
It can be shown that in the adiabatic limit, the Hamiltonian (1.11)

with H(t) = Hθ±(t) gives rise to the geometric transformation

Ûθ±(T ) = V θ± ⊗ Ĩ . (1.28)

Details of the proof can be found in Ref. [29].
We will use this result, to construct a set of standard gates by se-

quences of operations of the form V θ±, which can be generated by in-
terpolations of the type (1.27) run forward or backward. For single-
qubit gates in the Clifford group, we will only need three values of the
parameter θ: 0, π/2 and π/4. For completeness, however, we will also
demonstrate how to implement the π/8 gate, which together with the
Hadamard gate is sufficient to generate any single-qubit unitary trans-
formation [34]. For this we will need θ = π/8. Note that

Hθ± = ±(cos θX + sin θY ), (1.29)

so for these values of θ we have H0± = ±X, Hπ/2± = ±Y , Hπ/4± =
±( 1√

2
X + 1√

2
Y ), Hπ/8± = ±(cos π

8 X + sin π
8 Y ).

Consider the adiabatic interpolations between the following Hamilto-
nians:

−Z ⊗ G̃ → −Y ⊗ G̃ → Z ⊗ G̃. (1.30)
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According to the above result, the first interpolation yields the transfor-
mation V π/2+. The second interpolation can be regarded as the inverse
of Z⊗ G̃ → −Y ⊗ G̃ which is equivalent to −Z⊗ G̃ → Y ⊗ G̃ since Ĥ(t)
and −Ĥ(t) yield the same geometric transformations. Thus the second
interpolation results in (V π/2−)† = V π/2+. The net result is therefore
V π/2+V π/2+ = iX. We see that up to a global phase the above sequence
results in a geometric implementation of the X gate.

Similarly, one can verify that the Z gate can be realized via the loop

−Z ⊗ G̃ → −X ⊗ G̃ → Z ⊗ G̃ → Y ⊗ G̃ → −Z ⊗ G̃. (1.31)

The Phase gate P can be realized by applying

−Z ⊗ G̃ → −(
1√
2
X +

1√
2
Y )⊗ G̃ → Z ⊗ G̃, (1.32)

followed by the X gate.
The Hadamard gate W can be realized by first applying Z, followed

by

−Z ⊗ G̃ → −X ⊗ G̃. (1.33)

Finally, the π/8 gate T can be implemented by first applying XZ,
followed by

Z ⊗ G̃ → −(cos
π

8
X + sin

π

8
Y )⊗ G̃ → −Z ⊗ G̃. (1.34)

1.2.2.2 A note on the adiabatic condition

Before we show how to implement the C-NOT gate, let us comment on
the conditions under which the adiabatic approximation assumed in the
above operations is satisfied. Because of the form (1.15) of the overall
unitary, the adiabatic approximation depends on the extent to which
each of the unitaries (1.16) approximate the expressions (1.17). The
latter depends only on the adiabatic properties of the non-degenerate
two-level Hamiltonian H(t). For such a Hamiltonian, the simple version
of the adiabatic condition [1] reads

ε

∆2
¿ 1, (1.35)

where

ε = max
0≤t≤T

|〈φ1(t)|dH(t)
dt

|φ0(t)〉|, (1.36)

and

∆ = min
0≤t≤T

(E1(t)− E0(t)) = min
0≤t≤T

2E(t) (1.37)
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is the minimum energy gap of H(t).
Along the segments of the parameter paths we described, the Hamil-

tonian is of the form (1.27) and its derivative is

dHθ±(t)
dt

=
df(t)
dt

Z +
dg(t)
dt

Hθ±, 0 < t < T. (1.38)

This derivative is well defined as long as df(t)
dt and dg(t)

dt are well defined.
The curves we described, however, may not be differentiable at the points
connecting two segments. In order for the Hamiltonians (1.27) that in-
terpolate between these points to be differentiable, the functions f(t)
and g(t) have to satisfy df(T )

dt = 0 and dg(0)
dt = 0. This means that the

change of the Hamiltonian slows down to zero at the end of each segment
(except for a possible change in its strength), and increases again from
zero along the next segment. We point out that when the Hamiltonian
stops changing, we can turn it off completely by decreasing its strength.
This can be done arbitrarily fast and it would not affect a state which
belongs to an eigenspace of the Hamiltonian. Similarly, we can turn on
another Hamiltonian for the implementation of a different operation.

The above condition guarantees that the adiabatic approximation is
satisfied with precision 1 − O(( ε

∆2 )2). It is known, however, that under
certain conditions on the Hamiltonian, we can obtain better results [20,
4]. Let us write the Schrödinger equation as

i
d

dt
|ψ(t)〉 = H(t)|ψ(t)〉 ≡ 1

ε
H̄(t)|ψ(t)〉, (1.39)

where ε > 0 is small. Assume that H̄(t) is smooth and all its derivatives
vanish at the end points t = 0 and t = T (note that H̄(t) is non-analytic
at these points, unless it is constant). Then if we keep H̄(t) fixed and
vary ε, the adiabatic error would scale super-polynomially with ε, i.e.,
the error will decrease with ε faster than O(εN ) for any N . (Notice that
ε

∆2 ∝ ε, i.e., the standard adiabatic condition guarantees error O(ε2).)
In our case, the smoothness condition translates directly to the func-

tions f(t) and g(t). For any smooth f(t) and g(t) we can further ensure
that the condition at the end points is satisfied by the reparameteriza-
tion f(t) → f(y(t)), g(t) → g(y(t)) where y(t) is a smooth function of
t which satisfies y(0) = 0, y(T ) = T , and has vanishing derivatives at
t = 0 and t = T . Then by slowing down the change of the Hamiltonian
by a constant factor ε, which amounts to an increase of the total time
T by a factor 1/ε, we can decrease the error super-polynomially in ε.
We will use this result to obtain a low-error interpolation in Sec. 1.2.5
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where we estimate the time needed to implement a holonomic gate with
a given precision.

1.2.2.3 The C-NOT gate

The stabilizer or the gauge group on multiple blocks of the code is a
direct product of the stabilizers or the gauge groups of the individual
blocks. Therefore, from Eq. (1.8) it follows that one can always find an
element of the initial stabilizer or gauge group on multiple blocks which
has any desired combination of factors σi, i = 0, 1, 2, 3 on the first qubits
in these blocks. It can be verified that applying transversal Clifford op-
erations on the blocks does not change this property. Therefore, we can
find an element of the stabilizer or the gauge group which has the form
(1.9) where the factor Z acts on the target qubit and G̃ acts trivially on
the control qubit. We now explain how we can implement the C-NOT
gate holonomically starting from such a Hamiltonian.

Notice that a Hamiltonian of the form

̂̂
H(t) = |0〉〈0|c ⊗H0(t)⊗ G̃ + |1〉〈1|c ⊗H1(t)⊗ G̃, (1.40)

where the superscript c denotes the control qubit, gives rise to the uni-
tary transformation

̂̂
U(t) = |0〉〈0|c ⊗ Û0(t) + |1〉〈1|c ⊗ Û1(t), (1.41)

where

Û0,1(t) = T exp(−i

t∫

0

dτH0,1(τ)⊗ G̃). (1.42)

If H0(t) and H1(t) have the same non-degenerate instantaneous spectra,
and Tr{H0,1(t)} = 0, then it follows that in the adiabatic limit each of

the eigenspaces of ̂̂
H(t) will undergo the geometric transformation

̂̂
Ug(t) = |0〉〈0|c ⊗ V0(t)⊗ Ĩ + |1〉〈1|c ⊗ V1(t)⊗ Ĩ , (1.43)

where V0,1(t)⊗Ĩ are the geometric transformations generated by H0,1(t)⊗
G̃ according to Proposition 1.

Our goal is to find H0(t) and H1(t), H0(0) = H1(0) = Z, such that at
the end of the transformation the geometric unitary (1.43) will be equal
to the C-NOT gate. In other words, we want V0(2T ) = I and V1(2T ) = X

(we choose the total time of evolution to be 2T for convenience).
We already saw how to generate holonomically the X gate up to a
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phase—Eq. (1.30). We can use the same Hamiltonian in the place of
H1(t):

H1(t) =

{
Hπ/2+(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T

Hπ/2−(2T − t), T ≤ t ≤ 2T.
(1.44)

Now we want to find a Hamiltonian H0(t) with the same spectrum
as that of H1(t), which gives rise to a trivial geometric transformation,
V0(2T ) = I (possibly up to a phase, which can be undone later). Since all
Hamiltonians of the type Hθ±(t) have the same instantaneous spectrum
(for fixed f(t) and g(t)), we can simply choose

H0(t) =

{
Hπ/2+(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T

Hπ/2+(2T − t), T ≤ t ≤ 2T,
(1.45)

which corresponds to applying a given transformation from t = 0 to
t = T and then undoing it (running it backwards) from t = T to t = 2T .
This results exactly in V0(2T ) = I.

Since, as we saw in Sec. 1.2.2.1, the Hamiltonian H1(t) ⊗ G̃ gives
rise to the geometric transformation iX ⊗ Ĩ, the above choice for the
Hamiltonians (1.45) and (1.44) in Eq. (1.40) will result in the geometric
transformation

|0〉〈0|c ⊗ I ⊗ Ĩ + i|1〉〈1|c ⊗X ⊗ Ĩ , (1.46)

which is the desired C-NOT gate up to a Phase gate on the control qubit.
We can correct the phase by applying the inverse of the Phase gate to
the control qubit, either before or after the described transformation.

Notice that from t = 0 to t = T the Hamiltonians (1.45) and (1.44)
are identical, i.e., during this period the Hamiltonian (1.40) has the form

Ic ⊗Hπ/2+(t)⊗ G̃, (1.47)

so we are simply applying the single-qubit operation V π/2+ to the target
qubit according to the method for single-qubit gates described before.
It is easy to verify that during the second period, from t = T to t = 2T ,
the Hamiltonian (1.40) realizes the interpolation

−Ic ⊗ Y ⊗ G̃ → −Zc ⊗ Z ⊗ G̃, (1.48)

which has to be understood as in Eq. (1.27).
To summarize, the C-NOT gate can be implemented by first apply-

ing the inverse of the Phase gate (P †) on the control qubit, as well as
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the transformation V π/2+ on the target qubit, followed by the trans-

formation (1.48). Due to the form (1.40) of ̂̂
H(t), the extent to which

the adiabatic approximation is satisfied during this transformation de-
pends only on the adiabatic properties of the single-qubit Hamiltonians
Hπ/2±(t) which we discussed in the previous subsection.

1.2.3 Encoded operations outside of the Clifford group

For universal fault-tolerant computation we also need at least one en-
coded gate outside of the Clifford group. The fault-tolerant implemen-
tation of such gates is based on the preparation of a special encoded
state [35, 19, 10, 34, 42] which involves a measurement of an encoded
operator in the Clifford group. For example, the π/8 gate requires the
preparation of the encoded state |0〉+exp(iπ/4)|1〉√

2
, which can be realized

by measuring the encoded operator e−iπ/4PX [34]. Equivalently, the
state can be obtained by applying the encoded operation WP † on the
encoded state cos(π/8)|0〉+sin(π/8)|1〉√

2
which can be prepared by measuring

the encoded Hadamard gate [19]. The Toffoli gate requires the prepara-
tion of the three-qubit encoded state |000〉+|010〉+|100〉+|111〉

2 and involves
a similar procedure [42]. In all these instances, the measurement of the
encoded Clifford operator is realized by applying transversally the oper-
ator conditioned on the qubits in a “cat” state.

We now describe a general method that can be used to implement
holonomically any conditional transversal Clifford operation with con-
ditioning on the “cat” state. Let O be a Clifford gate acting on the first
qubits from some set of blocks. As we discussed in the previous section,
under this unitary the stabilizer and the gauge group transform in such
a way that we can always find an element with an arbitrary combination
of Pauli matrices on the first qubits. If we write this element in the form

Ĝ = G1 ⊗G2,...,n, (1.49)

where G1 is a tensor product of Pauli matrices acting on the first qubits
from the blocks, and G2,...,n is an operator on the rest of the qubits, then
applying O conditioned on the first qubit in a “cat” state transforms this
stabilizer or gauge-group element as follows:

Ic ⊗G1 ⊗G2,...,n = |0〉〈0|c ⊗G1 ⊗G2,...,n + |1〉〈1|c ⊗G1 ⊗G2,...,n

→ |0〉〈0|c ⊗G1 ⊗G2,...,n + |1〉〈1|c ⊗OG1O
† ⊗G2,...,n, (1.50)

where the superscript c denotes the control qubit from the “cat” state.
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We can implement this operation by choosing the factor G1 the same
as the one we would use if we wanted to implement the operation O

according to the previously described procedure. Then we can apply the
following Hamiltonian:

̂̂
HC(O)(t) = −|0〉〈0|c⊗G1⊗G2,...,n−α(t)|1〉〈1|c⊗HO(t)⊗G2,...,n, (1.51)

where HO(t) ⊗ G2,...,n is the Hamiltonian that we would use for the
implementation of the operation O and α(t) is a real parameter chosen
such that at every moment the operator α(t)|1〉〈1|c ⊗ HO(t) ⊗ G2,...,n

has the same instantaneous spectrum as the operator |0〉〈0|c ⊗ G1 ⊗
G2,...,n. This guarantees that the overall Hamiltonian is degenerate and
the geometric transformation in each of its eigenspaces is

̂̂
Ug(t) = |0〉〈0|c ⊗ I1 ⊗ I2,...,n + |1〉〈1|c ⊗ UO(t)⊗ I2,...,n, (1.52)

where UO(t) is the geometric transformation on the first qubits generated
by HO(t) ⊗ G2,...,n. Since we presented the constructions of the basic
Clifford operations up to an overall phase, the operation UO(t) may differ
from the desired operation by a phase. This phase can be corrected by
applying a suitable gate on the control qubit from the “cat” state (we
explain how this can be done in the next section). We remark that a
Hamiltonian of the type (1.51) requires fine tuning of the parameter
α(t) and generally can be complicated. In Sec. 1.2.6 we will show that
depending on the code one can find more natural implementations of
these operations.

If we want to apply a second conditional Clifford operation Q on the
first qubits in the block, we can do this via the Hamiltonian

̂̂
HC(Q)(t) = −|0〉〈0|c⊗G1⊗G2,...,n−β(t)|1〉〈1|c⊗HQ(t)⊗G2,...,n, (1.53)

where HQ(t) ⊗ G2,...,n is now the Hamiltonian we would use to im-
plement the operation Q, had we implemented the operation O before
that. Here again, the factor β(t) guarantees that there is no splitting of
the energy levels of the Hamiltonian. Subsequent operations are applied
analogously. Using this general method, we can implement holonomically
any transversal Clifford operation conditioned on the “cat” state.

1.2.4 Using the “cat” state

In addition to transversal operations, a complete fault-tolerant scheme
requires the ability to prepare, verify and use a special ancillary state
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such as the “cat” state (|00...0〉 + |11...1〉)/√2. This can also be done
in the spirit of the described holonomic scheme. Since the “cat” state
is known and its construction is non-fault-tolerant, we can prepare it
by simply treating each initially prepared qubit as a simple code (with
G̃ in Eq. (1.9) being trivial), and updating the stabilizer of the code
via the applied geometric transformation as the operation progresses.
The stabilizer of the prepared “cat” state is generated by ZiZj , i <

j. Transversal unitary operations between the “cat” state and other
codewords are applied as described in the previous sections.

We also have to be able to measure the parity of the state, which
requires the ability to apply successively C-NOT operations from two
different qubits in the “cat” state to one and the same ancillary qubit
initially prepared in the state |0〉. We can regard the qubit in state |0〉
as a simple code with stabilizer 〈Z〉, and we can apply the first C-NOT
as described before. Even though after this operation the state of the
target qubit is unknown, the second C-NOT gate can be applied via
the same interaction, since the transformation in each eigenspace of the
Hamiltonian is the same and at the end when we measure the qubit we
project on one of the eigenspaces.

1.2.5 Fault tolerance of the scheme

We saw how we can generate any transversal operation on the code space
holonomically, assuming that the state has not undergone an error. But
what if an error occurs on one of the qubits?

At any moment, we can distinguish two types of errors—those that
result in transitions between the ground and the excited spaces of the
current Hamiltonian, and those that result in transformations inside the
eigenspaces. Due to the discretization of errors in quantum error cor-
rection, it suffices to prove correctability for each type separately. The
key property of the construction we described is that in each of the
eigenspaces the geometric transformation is the same and it is transver-
sal. Because of this, if we are applying a unitary on the first qubit, an
error on that qubit will remain localized regardless of whether it causes
an excitation or not. If the error occurs on one of the other qubits, at the
end of the transformation the result would be the desired single-qubit
unitary gate plus the error on the other qubit, which is correctable.

We see that even though the Hamiltonian couples qubits in the same
block, single-qubit errors do not propagate. This is because the coupling
between the qubits amounts to a change in the relative phase between the
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ground and excited spaces, but the latter is irrelevant since it is either
equivalent to a gauge transformation, or when we apply a correcting
operation we project on one of the eigenspaces. In the case of the C-
NOT gate, an error can propagate between the control and the target
qubits, but it never results in two errors within the same codeword.

1.2.6 FTHQC with the Bacon-Shor code using 3-local

Hamiltonians

The weight of the Hamiltonians needed for the scheme we described
depends on the weight of the stabilizer or gauge-group elements. Re-
markably, certain codes possess stabilizer or gauge-group elements of
low weight covering all qubits in the code, which allows us to per-
form holonomic computation using low-weight Hamiltonians. Here we
will consider as an example a subsystem generalization of the 9-qubit
Shor code [36]—the Bacon-Shor code [6, 7]—which has particularly fa-
vorable properties for fault-tolerant computation [32, 31]. In the 9-qubit
Bacon-Shor code, the gauge group is generated by the weight-two oper-
ators Zk,jZk,j+1 and Xj,kXj+1,k, where the subscripts label the qubits
by row and column when they are arranged in a 3 × 3 square lattice.
Since the Bacon-Shor code is a CSS code, the C-NOT gate has a direct
transversal implementation. We now show that the C-NOT gate ca be
realized using at most weight-three Hamiltonians.

If we want to apply a C-NOT gate between two qubits each of which
is, say, in the first row and column of its block, we can use as a starting
Hamiltonian −Zt

1,1 ⊗ Zt
1,2, where the superscript t signifies that these

are operators in the target block. We can then apply the C-NOT gate
as described in the previous section. After the operation, however, this
gauge-group element will transform to −Zt

1,1⊗Zc
1,1⊗Zt

1,2. If we now want
to implement a C-NOT gate between the qubits with index {1, 2} using
as a starting Hamiltonian the operator −Zt

1,1 ⊗ Zc
1,1 ⊗ Zt

1,2 according
to the same procedure, we will have to use a four-qubit Hamiltonian.
Of course, at this point we can use the starting Hamiltonian −Zt

1,2 ⊗
Zt

1,3, but if we had also applied a C-NOT between the qubits labelled
{1, 3}, this operator would not be available—it would have transformed
to −Zt

1,2 ⊗ Zt
1,3 ⊗ Zc

1,3.
What we can do instead, is to use as a starting Hamiltonian the oper-

ator −Zt
1,1⊗Zt

1,2⊗Zc
1,2 which is obtained from the gauge-group element

Zt
1,1 ⊗ Zc

1,1 ⊗ Zt
1,2 ⊗ Zc

1,2 after the application of the C-NOT between
the qubits with index {1, 1}. Since the C-NOT gate is its own inverse,
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we can regard the factor Zt
1,1 as G̃ in Eq. (1.48) and use this starting

Hamiltonian to apply the procedure backwards. Thus we can implement
any transversal C-NOT gate using at most weight-three Hamiltonians.

Since the encoded X, Y and Z operations have a bitwise implemen-
tation, we can always apply them according to the described procedure
using Hamiltonians of weight 2. For the Bacon-Shor code, the encoded
Hadamard gate can be applied via bitwise Hadamard transformations
followed by a rotation of the grid to a 90 degree angle [32]. The encoded
P gate can be implemented by using the encoded C-NOT and an ancilla.

We point out that the preparation and measurement of the “cat” state
can also be done using Hamiltonians of weight 2. To prepare the “cat”
state, we prepare first all qubits in the state (|0〉 + |1〉)/√2, which can
be done by measuring each of them in the {|0〉, |1〉} basis (this ability is
assumed for any type of computation) and applying the transformation
−Z → −X or Z → −X depending on the outcome. To complete the
preparation of the “cat” state, apply a two-qubit transformation between
the first qubit and each of the other qubits (j > 1) via the transformation

−I1 ⊗Xj → −Z1 ⊗ Zj . (1.54)

Single-qubit transformations on qubits from the “cat” state can be ap-
plied according to the method described in the previous section using at
most weight-two Hamiltonians.

To measure the parity of the state, we need to apply successively
C-NOT operations from two different qubits in the “cat” state to the
same ancillary qubit initially prepared in the state |0〉. This can also
be done according to the method described in Sec. 1.2.4 and requires
Hamiltonians of weight 2.

For universal computation with the Bacon-Shor code, we also need
to be able to apply one encoded transformation outside of the Clifford
group. As we mentioned earlier, in order to implement the Toffoli gate
or the π/8 gate, it is sufficient to be able to implement a C-NOT gate
conditioned on a “cat” state. For the Bacon-Shor code, the C-NOT gate
has a transversal implementation, so the conditioned C-NOT gate can
be realized by a series of transversal Toffoli operations between the “cat”
state and the two encoded states. We will now show that the latter can
be implemented using at most three-qubit Hamiltonians.

Ref. [25] provides a circuit for implementing the Toffoli gate as a
sequence of one- and two-qubit gates. We will use the same circuit,
except that we flip the control and target qubits in every C-NOT gate
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using the identity

W1W2CX1,2W1W2 = CX2,1, (1.55)

where Wi denotes a Hadamard gate on the qubit labelled by i and CXi,j

denotes a C-NOT gate between qubits i and j with i being the control
and j being the target. Let Toffolii,j,k denote the Toffoli gate on qubits
i, j and k with i and j being the two control qubits and k being the
target qubit, and let Pi and Ti denote the Phase and π/8 gates on qubit
i, respectively. Then the Toffoli gate on three qubits (the first one of
which we will assume to belong to the “cat” state), can be written as:

Toffoli1,2,3 = W2CX3,2W3T
†
3 W3W1CX3,1W3T3W3CX3,2W3T

†
3

×W3CX3,1W3T3W3W2T
†
2 W2CX2,1W2T

†
2 W2CX2,1W2P2W1T1. (1.56)

To show that each of the above gates can be implemented holonomically
using Hamiltonians of weight at most 3, we will need an implementa-
tion of the C-NOT gate which is suitable for the case when we have a
stabilizer or gauge-group element of the form

Ĝ = X ⊗ G̃, (1.57)

where the factor X acts on the target qubit and G̃ acts trivially on the
control qubit. By a similar argument to the one in Sec. 1.2.2.3, one can
verify that in this case the C-NOT gate can be implemented as follows:
apply the operation P † on the control qubit (we describe how to do this
for our particular case below) together with the transformation

−X ⊗ G̃ → −Z ⊗ G̃ → X ⊗ G̃ (1.58)

on the target qubit, followed by the transformation

Ic⊗X ⊗ G̃ → −(|0〉〈0|c⊗Z + |1〉〈1|c⊗Y )⊗ G̃ → −Ic⊗X ⊗ G̃. (1.59)

Since the second and the third qubits belong to blocks encoded with
the Bacon-Shor code, there are weight-two elements of the initial gauge
group of the form Z⊗Z covering all qubits. The stabilizer generators on
the “cat” state are also of this type. Following the transformation of these
operators according to the sequence of operations (1.56), one can see that
before every C-NOT gate in this sequence, there is an element of the form
(1.57) with G̃ = Z which can be used to implement the C-NOT gate as
described provided that we can implement the gate P † on the control
qubit. We also point out that all single-qubit operations on qubit 1 in
this sequence can be implemented according to the procedure describes
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in Sec. 1.2.2.1, since at every step we have a weight-two stabilizer element
on that qubit with a suitable form. Therefore, all we need to show is
how to implement the necessary single-qubit operations on qubits 2 and
3. Due to the complicated transformation of the gauge-group elements
during the sequence of operations (1.56), we will introduce a method
of applying a single-qubit operation with a starting Hamiltonian that
acts trivially on the qubit. For implementing single-qubit operations on
qubits 2 and 3 we will use as a starting Hamiltonian the operator

̂̂
H(0) = −Ii ⊗X1 ⊗ Z̃, i = 2, 3 (1.60)

where the first factor (Ii) acts on the qubit on which we want to apply the
operation (2 or 3), and X1 ⊗ Z̃ is the transformed (after the Hadamard
gate R1) stabilizer element of the “cat” state that acts non-trivially on
qubit 1 (the factor Z̃ acts on some other qubit in the “cat” state).

To implement a single-qubit gate on qubit 3 for example, we first apply
the interpolation

−I3 ⊗X1 ⊗ Z̃ → −Z3 ⊗ Z1 ⊗ Z̃. (1.61)

This results in a two-qubit geometric transformation U1,3 on qubits 1
and 3. We do not have to calculate this transformation exactly since
we will undo it later, but the fact that each eigenspace undergoes the
same two-qubit geometric transformation can be verified similarly to the
C-NOT gate we described in Sec. 1.2.2.3.

At this point, the Hamiltonian is of the form (1.10) with respect to
qubit 3, and we can apply any single-qubit unitary gate V3 according to
the method described in Sec. 1.2.2.1. This transforms the Hamiltonian
to −V3Z3V

†
3 ⊗ Z1 ⊗ Z̃. We can now “undo” the transformation U1,3 by

the interpolation

−V3Z3V
†
3 ⊗ Z1 ⊗ Z̃ → −I3 ⊗X1 ⊗ Z̃. (1.62)

The latter transformation is the inverse of Eq. (1.61) up to the single-
qubit unitary transformation V3, i.e., it results in the transformation
V3U

†
1,3V

†
3 . Thus the net result is

V3U
†
1,3V

†
3 V3U1,3 = V3, (1.63)

which is the desired single-qubit unitary transformation on qubit 3. We
point out that during this transformation, a single-qubit error can prop-
agate between qubits 1 and 3, but this is not a problem since we are
implementing a transversal Toffoli operation and such an error would
not result in more that one error per block of the code.
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We see that with the Bacon-Shor code the above scheme for fault-
tolerant HQC can be implemented with at most 3-local Hamiltonians.
This is optimal for this approach, because there are no non-trivial codes
with stabilizer or gauge-group elements of weight smaller than 2 covering
all qubits. We will discuss the possibility of reducing the locality of the
Hamiltonian further in Sec. 1.3.

1.2.7 Effects on the accuracy threshold

Since the method we described conforms completely to a given fault-
tolerant scheme, it would not affect the error threshold per qubit per
operation for that scheme. However, the allowed errors per qubit per
operation include both errors due to imperfectly applied transformations
and errors due to interaction with the environment. It turns out that
certain features of the method we described have effect on the allowed
distribution of these errors within the accuracy threshold.

First, observe that when applying the Hamiltonian (1.11), we cannot
at the same time apply operations on the other qubits on which the
factor G̃ acts non-trivially. Thus, some operations at the lowest level
of concatenation that would otherwise be implemented simultaneously
might have to be implemented serially. The effect of this is equivalent
to slowing down the circuit by a constant factor. (Note that we could
also vary the factor G̃ simultaneously with H(t), but in order to obtain
the same precision as that we would achieve by a serial implementation,
we would have to slow down the change of the Hamiltonian by the same
factor.) The slowdown factor resulting from this loss of parallelism is
usually small since this problem occurs only at the lowest level of con-
catenation. It can be verified that for the Bacon-Shor code, we can apply
operations on up to 6 out of the 9 qubits in a block simultaneously. For
example, when applying encoded single-qubit operations, we can address
simultaneously any two qubits in a row or column by taking G̃ to be a
single-qubit operator Z or X on the third qubit in the same row or col-
umn. The Hamiltonians used for applying operations on the two qubits
commute with each other at all times and do not interfere. A similar
thing holds for the implementation of the encoded C-NOT gate or the
operations involving the “cat” state. Thus for the Bacon-Shor code we
have a slowdown due to parallelism by a factor of 1.5.

A more significant slowdown results from the fact that the evolution
is adiabatic. In order to obtain a rough estimate of the slowdown due
specifically to the adiabatic requirement, we will compare the time Th
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needed for the implementation of a holonomic gate with precision 1− δ

to the time Td needed for a dynamical realization of the same gate with
the same strength of the Hamiltonian. We will consider a realization of
the X gate via the unitary interpolation

Ĥ(t) = −VX(τ(t))ZV †
X(τ(t))⊗ G̃, VX(τ(t)) = exp

(
iτ(t)

π

2Th
X

)
,

(1.64)
where τ(0) = 0, τ(Th) = Th. The energy gap of this Hamiltonian is
constant. The optimal dynamical implementation of the same gate is
via the Hamiltonian −X for time Td = π

2 .
As we argued in Sec. 1.2.2.2, the accuracy with which the adiabatic

approximation holds for the Hamiltonian (1.64) is the same as that for
the Hamiltonian

H(t) = VX(τ(t))ZV †
X(τ(t)). (1.65)

We now present estimates for two different choices of the function τ(t).
The first one is

τ(t) = t. (1.66)

In this case the Schrödinger equation can be easily solved in the instanta-
neous eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian (1.65). For the probability that the
initial ground state remains a ground state at the end of the evolution,
we obtain

p =
1

1 + ε2
+

ε2

1 + ε2
cos2(

π

4ε

√
1 + ε2) = 1− δ, (1.67)

where

ε =
Td

Th
. (1.68)

Expanding in powers of ε and averaging the square of the cosine whose
period is much smaller than Th, we obtain the condition

ε2 ≤ 2δ. (1.69)

Assuming, for example, that δ ≈ 10−4 (approximately the threshold for
the 9-qubit Bacon-Shor code [32]), we obtain that the time of evolution
for the holonomic case must be about 70 times longer than that in the
dynamical case.

It is known, however, that if H(t) is smooth and its derivatives vanish
at t = 0 and t = Th, the adiabatic error decreases super-polynomially
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with Th [20, 4]. To achieve this, we will choose

τ(t) =
1
a

∫ t

0

dt′e−1/ sin(πt′/Th), a =
∫ Th

0

dt′e−1/ sin(πt′/Th). (1.70)

For this interpolation, by a numerical solution we obtain that when
Th/Td ≈ 17 the error is already of the order of 10−6, which is well below
the threshold values obtained for the Bacon-Shor codes [32]. This is
a remarkable improvement in comparison to the previous interpolation
which shows that the smoothness of the Hamiltonian plays an important
role in the performance of the scheme.

An additional slowdown in comparison to a perfect dynamical scheme
may result from the fact that the constructions for some of the standard
gates we presented involve long sequences of loops. With more efficient
parameter paths, however, it should be possible to reduce this slowdown
to minimum. An approach for finding optimal loops presented in Ref. [41]
may be useful in this respect.

In comparison to a dynamical implementation, the allowed rate of
environment noise for the holonomic case would decrease by a factor
similar to the slowdown factor. In practice, however, dynamical gates
are not perfect and the holonomic approach may be advantageous if it
allows for a better precision.

We finally point out that an error in the factor H(t) in the Hamil-
tonian (1.11) would result in an error on the first qubit according to
Eq. (1.24). Such an error clearly has to be below the accuracy threshold.
More dangerous errors, however, are also possible. For example, if the
degeneracy of the Hamiltonian is broken, this can result in an unwanted
dynamical transformation affecting all qubits on which the Hamiltonian
acts non-trivially. Such multi-qubit errors have to be of higher order in
the threshold, which imposes more severe restrictions.

1.3 FTHQC with 2-local Hamiltonians

It is known that any adiabatic evolution can be approximated using 2-
local Hamiltonians with the gadget techniques introduced in Ref. [24]
and developed further in Refs. [39, 40]. The perturbative gadgets are
2-local Hamiltonians which simulate k-local ones in their lowest energy
levels. However, the fault tolerance of the scheme we described depends
on the property that in each eigenspace of the Hamiltonian we simul-
taneously implement the same transversal operations. The gadget tech-
niques introduce additional energy levels where the computation does
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not necessarily have this property. In order to reduce the locality of the
Hamiltonian, in this section we propose an alternative scheme for which
the gadget techniques can be applied without violating fault tolerance.
This scheme uses additional gauge qubits.

1.3.1 Applying holonomic gates to unencoded qubits by the

use of a noisy ancillary qubit

From Theorem 1 one can see that in the case when the Hilbert space
factors as HS = HA⊗HB , it is possible to apply holonomic computation
on subsystem HA without initializing the state of the system in any
subspace. In particular, if we are given a systemHA in an unknown state,
we can append to it another ancillary system HB also in an unknown
state, and apply any desired transformation holonomically on the first
system. Since this approach does not require the preparation of pure
ancillary states, it can be advantageous in implementations where the
latter is difficult, such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [8].

We now present an explicit scheme for universal computation on qubits
based on this principle. The scheme uses a single ancillary gauge qubit.
We will show how to implement a universal set of one- and two-qubit
gates. As in the previous scheme, we will use interpolations between
Hamiltonians with two energy levels of equal degeneracy.

Let us label the two qubits on which we will be applying the gates by
1 and 2, and the gauge qubit by 3. In order to apply a single-qubit gate,
say, on qubit 1, we will use the starting Hamiltonian

H(0) = I1 ⊗X3. (1.71)

This is similar to the Hamiltonian (1.60) with the difference that the
factor Z̃ is missing. One can see that the absence of this factor does
not change the workings of the construction described at the end of
Sec. 1.2.6. Therefore, we can apply operations on qubit 1 in a similar
manner. Namely, we first apply

I1 ⊗X3 → Z1 ⊗ Z3, (1.72)

which results in the geometric transformation U1,3. At this point we
can apply holonomically an arbitrary gate on qubit 1 according to the
method described in Sec. 1.2.2.1. If G1 is the single-qubit gate which we
apply, after the corresponding interpolation the net geometric transfor-
mation becomes G1U1,3 and the Hamiltonian is transformed to G1Z1G

†
1⊗

Z3. We can now “undo” the unitary U1,3 by applying the interpolation
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G1Z1G
†
1⊗Z3 → I1⊗X3. The latter is the inverse of Eq. (1.72) up to the

single-qubit unitary transformation G1, i.e., it results in the transfor-
mation G1U

†
1,3G

†
1. Thus the net result is G1U

†
1,3G

†
1G1U1,3 = G1, which

is the desired unitary on qubit 1. Note that the relative dynamic phase
between the ground and excited spaces which accumulates during the
procedure, at the end is equivalent to a transformation on the gauge
qubit 3.

For universal computation, we also need a non-trivial two-qubit gate.
We can start again by the interpolation

I1 ⊗ I2 ⊗X3 → I1 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z3 (1.73)

which results in the geometric transformation U2,3. At this point we can
apply, for example, the interpolation I1 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z3 → I1 ⊗ Y2 ⊗ Z3 →
Z1⊗Z2⊗Z3, which results in the gate P †1 CX1,2 as shown in Sec. 1.2.2.3.
To “undo” the operation U2,3, we apply the transformation Z1 ⊗ Z2 ⊗
Z3 → I1 ⊗ I2 ⊗ X3, which is the inverse of (1.73) up to the transfor-
mation P †1 CX1,2. The net result is P †1 CX1,2U

†
2,3CX1,2P1P

†
1 CX1,2U2,3 =

P †1 CX1,2.
This method of applying holonomic gates to unencoded cubits sug-

gests a simple way of realizing fault-tolerant computation by holonomic
means—we can apply the same operations that we would use in a stan-
dard fault-tolerant scheme by coupling every qubit or pair of qubits in
the code to an “external” gauge qubit as we just described. Obviously, a
single error during the implementation of a transversal operation cannot
propagate because qubits in the same block do not interact. By the same
method we can also prepare and verify the “cat” state, which does not
require transversal operation.

This scheme is conceptually simpler than the scheme described in the
previous section, because it does not require Hamiltonians that depend
on the stabilizer or the gauge group of the code. At the same time, it
requires the use of additional gauge qubits which increases the chance
for an error during the implementation of a given operation, and thus
decreases the accuracy threshold of the fault-tolerant procedure (see
Sec. 1.3.3). Nevertheless, since the scheme does not couple qubits in the
same block, it allows for reducing the locality of the Hamiltonian by the
use of perturbative gadgets without the risk of loosing fault tolerance.
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1.3.2 Reducing the locality of the Hamiltonian with the

3-qubit gadget

Perturbative gadgets were introduced in Ref. [24] for the purpose of
proving the QMA-completeness of the 2-local Hamiltonian problem and
to show that universal adiabatic quantum computation can be imple-
mented using 2-local Hamiltonians. The technique was further developed
in Refs. [39] for simulating spatially non-local Hamiltonians with spa-
tially local ones. Most recently, perturbative gadgets were generalized in
Ref. [40] to obtain effective k-local interaction with 2-local Hamiltonians
by a single application of kth order perturbation theory. For a detailed
introduction to perturbative gadgets, we refer the reader to Ref. [24].
Here, we will describe how the 3-local Hamiltonian used in the above
holonomic scheme can be reduced to 2-local using the 3-qubit gadget.

In the above scheme, a 3-local Hamiltonian is needed only for the im-
plementation of a 2-qubit gate; single-qubit gates can be realized using 2-
local Hamiltonians. Let us take the implementation of the gate P †1 CX1,2

via the interpolation I1 ⊗ I2 ⊗ X3 → I1 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z3 → I1 ⊗ Y2 ⊗ Z3 →
Z1 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z3 → I1 ⊗ I2 ⊗ X3. The first two segments of this interpo-
lation require 2-local Hamiltonians, so only the part I1 ⊗ Y2 ⊗ Z3 →
Z1 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z3 → I1 ⊗ I2 ⊗ X3 requires reduction. We will explain the
use of the 3-qubit gadget for the segment I1 ⊗ Y2 ⊗ Z3 → Z1 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z3

which corresponds to the 3-local Hamiltonian

H(t) = f(t)I1 ⊗ Y2 ⊗ Z3 + g(t)Z1 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z3, (1.74)

where f(0), g(T ) > 0, g(0) = f(T ) = 0. The segment Z1 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z3 →
I1 ⊗ I2 ⊗X3 can be obtained analogously.

To simulate the Hamiltonian 1.74, we introduce two ancilla registers,
each consisting of three ancilla qubits. One of the registers is for the
term f(t)I1 ⊗ Y2 ⊗Z3 and the other one for the term g(t)Z1 ⊗Z2 ⊗Z3.
We will label the three ancillas in the first register by the superscript
{1, j}, j = 1, 2, 3, and the three ancillas in the second register by the
superscript {2, j}, j = 1, 2, 3. The gadget Hamiltonian is [40]

Hgad(t) =
2∑

s=1

Hanc
s + λ

2∑
s=1

Vs(t), (1.75)

where

Hanc
s =

∑

1≤i<j≤3

1
2
(I − Zs,iZsj ) (1.76)
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and

V1(t) = 3
√

f(t)I1 ⊗X1,1 + 3
√

f(t)Y2 ⊗X1,2 + 3
√

f(t)Z3 ⊗X1,3, (1.77)

V2(t) = 3
√

g(t)Z1 ⊗X2,1 + 3
√

f(t)Z2 ⊗X2,2 + 3
√

f(t)Z3 ⊗X2,3. (1.78)

Here λ is a small parameter in which the perturbation to order O(λ3)
is carried out. If each of the ancilla registers is initialized in the cat
state (|000〉+ |111〉)/√2 (we showed how this can be done holonomically
using 2-qubit Hamiltonians), then the restriction of Hgad(t) on the space
spanned by its 23 = 8 lowest-energy eigenstates is equal, up to an energy
shift, to [40]

H̃eff =
3λ3

2
H(t)⊗ Pcat + O(λ4), (1.79)

where Pcat is an operator on the space of the ancillas that projects
each of the two registers in the “cat” state. In other words, up to a
correction of order O(λ4), the three system qubits plus six ancilla qubits
will effectively experience the Hamiltonian (1.74) acting locally on the
system qubits, rescaled by the factor 3λ3

2 .

1.3.3 Effects on the accuracy threshold

The use of perturbative gadgets involves a larger number of qubits which
increases the probability for an error during the implementation of a gate
and decreases the accuracy threshold. In order to apply a transversal 2-
qubit gate according to the procedure we described, we have to use seven
extra qubits—one gauge qubit for the implementation of the 2-qubit gate
before the use of the 3-qubit gadget, and six qubits for reducing the
locality of the 3-local Hamiltonian with the gadget. An error on any of
the total of nine qubits can result in an error on the two qubits on which
the gate is applied, and therefore in order to ensure a particular precision
of the 2-qubit gate, the error probability per qubit during the gate has
to be approximately 9/2 = 4.5 smaller than what it could be if the gate
was implemented without extra qubits. Thus the accuracy threshold
for this scheme would be decreased in comparison to the corresponding
dynamical scheme or the scheme in Sec. 1.2 by a factor of a similar
magnitude. We note that in order to avoid using extra qubits, one can
apply all single-qubit gates according to the scheme in Sec. 1.2 and use
extra qubits only for the implementation of two qubit gates.

In addition to decreasing the accuracy threshold per qubit per gate,
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the perturbative gadgets have a significant effect on the accuracy thresh-
old for environment noise. This is due to the fact that the effective
Hamiltonian (1.79) obtained with the perturbative gadgets is a rescaled
version of the simulated Hamiltonian H(t) and has a smaller energy gap.
Imagine that we are interested in implementing the gate with precision
1 − O(δ), δ ¿ 1. If T is the time for which we can achieve such a pre-
cision of the adiabatic approximation using the Hamiltonian H(t), then
using the Hamiltonian 3λ3

2 H(t) we would need time T ′ = 2
3λ3 T for the

same precision. At the same time, the term O(λ4) in Eq.(1.79) during
this time would give rise to an error of order O(λ4T ′) = O(λT ) which
also has to be of the order O(δ). Therefore, we must have

λ = O(
δ

T
), (1.80)

i.e.,

T ′ = O(
T 4

δ3
). (1.81)

We see that for achieving a given precision 1−O(δ) with the 3-qubit gad-
get we need time which is O(T 3

δ3 ) times longer than the time T needed for
this precision with a 3-local Hamiltonian. This is an enormous overhead
if we require δ ≈ 10−4! Besides the obvious implication of this factor
for the computational efficiency of the scheme, it means that the error
threshold for environment noise has to be decreased by the same factor
in comparison to the scheme using 3-local Hamiltonians.

1.4 Conclusion and outlook

In this chapter we saw that HQC can be made fault tolerant by combin-
ing it with the techniques for fault-tolerant quantum error correction on
stabilizer codes. This means that HQC is, at least in principle, a scalable
method of computation. However, further research is needed in order to
bring the presented ideas closer to experimental realization.

The first scheme we presented uses Hamiltonians that are elements
of the stabilizer or the gauge group of the code. We saw that with the
Bacon-Shor code, this scheme can be implemented with 2- and 3-qubit
Hamiltonians. Since the scheme conforms completely to a given dynam-
ical fault-tolerant scheme and does not require the use of extra qubits,
it has the same error threshold as the dynamical scheme on which it
is based. However, due to the fact that adiabatic gates are slower than
dynamical gates and that at the lowest concatenation level this scheme
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requires certain gates to be implemented serially or more slowly, the al-
lowed error threshold for environment noise is lower in comparison to a
dynamical scheme. The factor by which the environment error threshold
decreases depends on how smooth the adiabatic interpolations are, but it
seems to be at most ∼ 102. Therefore, if the robustness provided by the
geometric nature of the gates is sufficiently higher than that achievable
by dynamical means, this approach could be advantageous in compari-
son to dynamical schemes. The main challenge in the implementation of
this is approach, however, is that it requires the engineering of 3-local
Hamiltonians.

The second scheme we discussed can be implemented with Hamilto-
nians which are independent of the stabilizer or the gauge group of the
code, but it requires extra qubits which decreases the accuracy threshold
per qubit per gate. Nevertheless, it allows for reducing the locality of the
Hamiltonian using perturbative gadget techniques, showing that 2-local
Hamiltonians are universal for fault-tolerant HQC. The disadvantage of
using the gadgets is that they decreases the gap of the Hamiltonian by
a very large factor, which requires a significant slowdown of the com-
putation and decreases the allowed rate of environment noise. Due to
the large value of this slowdown, we regard this scheme as a proof of
principle rather than a realistic proposal.

Applying the described strategies to actual physical systems will un-
doubtedly require modifications in accordance with the available interac-
tions in those systems. A possible way of avoiding the use of multi-local
Hamiltonians without the use of perturbative gadgets could be to use
higher-dimensional systems (e.g., qutrits) between which two-local in-
teractions are naturally available. It may be possible to encode qubits
in subspaces or subsystems of these higher-dimensional systems and use
fault-tolerant techniques designed for stabilizer codes based on qudits
[11]. Given that simple quantum error-correcting codes and two-qubit
geometric transformations have been realized using NMR [9, 22] and
ion-trap [23, 13] techniques, these systems seem particularly suitable for
hybrid HQC-QEC implementations.

Finally, it is interesting to point out that the adiabatic regime in which
the holonomic schemes operate is consistent with the Markovian model
of decoherence. In Ref. [37] it was argued that the standard dynamical
paradigm of fault tolerance is based on assumptions that are in conflict
with the rigorous derivation of the Markovian limit. Although the thresh-
old theorem has been extended to non-Markovian models [2, 33, 5], the
Markovian assumption is an accurate approximation for a wide range of
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physical scenarios [21] and allows for a much simpler description of the
evolution in comparison to non-Markovian models (see Chapter ??).
In Ref. [37] it was shown that the weak-coupling-limit derivation of
the Markovian approximation is consistent with computational methods
that employ slow transformations, such as adiabatic quantum computa-
tion [17] or HQC. A theory of fault-tolerance for the adiabatic model of
computation at present is not known, although significant steps in this
direction have been undertaken (see Chapter ??). The hybrid HQC-QEC
schemes presented here provide solutions for the case of HQC. However,
we point out that it is an open problem whether the Markovian approxi-
mation makes sense for a fixed value of the adiabatic slowness parameter
when the circuit increases in size. Giving a definitive answer to this ques-
tion requires a rigorous analysis of the accumulation of non-Markovian
errors due to deviation from perfect adiabaticity.

The techniques described in this chapter may prove useful in other
areas as well. It is possible that some combination of transversal adia-
batic transformations and active correction could provide a solution to
the problem of fault tolerance in the adiabatic model of computation.
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